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Policy VI-450: Establishing and Generating Revenue Producing Activity 

Per Policy VI-450, “Any revenue producing activity (RPA) must be approved by the campus business offi-
cer.  An  RPA is established when revenue is generated for the sale of products and /or services provided 
by the university and or university employees...When planning or approving business activities, Deans, De-
partment Heads, and other appropriate administrators should ensure that these activities are consistent with 
this policy. Departments that do not follow the guidelines set forth in this policy will at a minimum be held 
responsible for any fines or penalties externally imposed (an excerpt from policy I-450).” 

Recently, Payment Card Services has been contacted by several departments that have events scheduled 
in which they want to accept credit cards, so we thought it appropriate to make everyone aware of the steps 

involved before you decide to make credit cards one of your payment options.  

To establish a new Revenue Producing Activity (RPA) account the department must: 

Schedule a preliminary review meeting/discussion with the campus business officer before commencing 

with the following steps to establish an RPA account; 

Complete an RPA Questionnaire 

Create a business plan 

If a recharge center, prepare a schedule of rate calculations for the operation 

Submit the questionnaire, business plan, completed Conflict of Interest Disclosure Statement, if applica-

ble, and any supporting paperwork to the campus business officer for approval. 

When Treasury receives a routed questionnaire (RPAQ) from campus administration, we review the portion 
of the questionnaire regarding the departments intended revenue processes.  Treasury may require the de-
partment to answer additional questions for clarification, so that we can get a good picture of what the de-
partments revenue process should be.  After our review of the information Treasury makes a recommenda-
tion of how the department should process the revenue and approval is contingent on the departments 
compliance to those recommendations.  If our recommendation is to process revenue by credit cards the 
department must then contact Payment Card Services for implementation and setup at which time we will 
direct you on the process of accepting credit cards which can take up to two weeks from that point. 

Pin Debit Card Refunds-Fraud 

If your department processes debit cards by having the customer enter their PIN number into a PIN pad, 
you may no longer process PIN based Debit card refunds due to the high risk of fraud. 

A common example of this fraud is a situation where a criminal or a merchant’s employee processes PIN 
Debit refunds via an unattended or unsecured credit card terminal, then goes to an ATM to withdraw the 
credited funds before any merchant detection or correction can occur. Many merchants and their banking 
partners have suffered significant losses due to this tactic.  This is yet another  reason why it is important to 
comply with PCI DSS as it pertains to securing equipment. 

Our credit card processor Elavon has, as of September 8th, 2008 disabled the funding capability of our mer-
chants to process PIN Debit refunds.  The terminals will not allow the processing and will generate a system 
response message of SVC NOT ALLOWED on your terminal. 

Wondering what to do when you need to give a refund to a customer who used their debit card? 

You must now process the Debit card refund just like you would process a Credit Card refund.  This is 
called a signature based debit transaction and the refund is not immediate therefore reducing the risk of 
fraud. 

If you have any questions concerning this information please contact Payment Card Services and we would 
be happy to address them. 
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We have some problems that have occurred in the recent past with departments using Fifth Third Direct Remote Cap-
ture Scanners that we wanted to bring to your attention.  When scanning checks, the process should be very 
smooth from start to finish, if it is not, PLEASE let us know!  Some of the problems we have encountered recently 
include: 

 

 

We also have “human” errors that sometimes occur, the ones we see most include: 

 

 

If your scanning isn’t running as smoothly as you think it should, or if you have general questions, 

please call us!  We are here to help! 

Diane Thrasher 812-855-8587     dthrash@indiana.edu 

David Newsom 812-855-9457     wnewsom@indiana.edu 

 

PROBLEM SOLUTION 

Long delay between checks being Changed USB jack 

Having to hand key majority of Clean scanner 

Scanner jamming Clean scanner/if no success, call 

Check numbers not scanning Clean scanner 

Required to change password Call the help desk 800-589-5355 

No spray line on back of check Sent new ink cartridge 

ERROR SOLUTION 

Forgetting to transmit scanned 
checks 

Remember to hit the transmit button on the bottoms of the last page 

Shared passwords NEVER share your password!!! NEVER! 

Scanned check twice Make sure to read the pop-ups that appear NEVER accept a duplicate 

No endorsement on checks Always remember to endorse the checks prior to scanning 

Timing of FIS document Do your FIS doc AFTER you scan, on the same day you scan 

Can you Guess Who We Are in Treasury Operations? 

Throughout the newsletter are ornaments with Treasury Op-
erations Staff pictures on them.  Can you guess who we are 
and what we do?  Each ornament has a number by the picture.  
The first email we get with the correct answers will win a 
Treasure from Treasury Operations. Only one entry per per-
son.  In order to win the Treasure your answers must only be 

sent to the following email : treasury@indiana.edu 

This is your chance to see if you know us.  After the winning 
email is received Treasury Operations will send out the correct 
answers so that everyone can get to know our staff.  Good 

luck! 

Remote Capture Troubleshooting 
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